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SIGNET FFF
Protecting capital. Maximising opportunity.

Capital Markets — Real Estate — Private Equity

SIGNET FFF NETWORK – SIGNET FFF HOLDING AND ITS AFFILIATES*
•

Are present in Luxembourg, Switzerland, Cyprus, Russia, as well as the United Kingdom*

•

And fully licensed by the *Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”), Cyprus Securities and Exchange Commission (“CySEC”)

•
•
•
•

Signet FFF’s success is based on an innovative, partnership-oriented entrepreneurial culture.
Key strategies include a total return approach, where management compensation fully depends the client’s success.

Signet FFF’s AUMs currently run above $1bn via own investment fund strategies and individual, tailor-made managed accounts.
Signet FFF focuses on well-run businesses in various sectors, but primarily in IT, Health Care, Consumer-Retail, Sports & Entertainment
*Signet Capital Management Limited is an independent, affiliated entity, acting as advisor to Signet FFF Asset
Management Ltd. The company is a wholly owned subsidiary of Signet FFF Holding Ltd.
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SIGNET FFF AT A GLANCE

Signet FFF – focus areas
Signet FFF is a symbiosis of more than 30 years of expertise in asset management in global financial markets, with profound competence and
understanding of investment processes. This encompasses all considerations of modern requirements of regulation and reporting, which makes it
possible to effectively manage capital and thereby create value for clients.

•

Our Partners have vast
experience in managing
capital, deep understanding
of the art of wealth
management and the clients’
goals to achieve high return
on invested capital, whilst
ensuring
minimal
risk
exposure.

•

The team has a long
standing track record in
finance and investments, as
well as portfolio – and risk
management.

•

We have pooled talent with
bulge bracket experience
into an effective and
innovative investment team.
Some of our key decision
makers have worked for
global financial institutions,
such as UBS, Credit Suisse,
JP Morgan Chase, Morgan
Stanley, Barclays, Morgan
Creek Capital, Robert Fleming.

Global reach

Experience

Our team

Senior Partners

•

•

We offer an unrivalled
investment platform, which
includes decades of unique
experience in portfolio - and
fund management, as well as
hedge fund strategies, both in
developed and emerging
markets.

We strive to build trusted
partnerships with our clients in
order to maximize value
creation and achieve the
targeted results in the
investment process.

•

We have formed partnerships
with leading providers of
financial services, international
banks, fund administrators,
auditors and legal advisors.

•

All Senior Partners have
committed capital into the
products and thereby
become co-investors for
any future clients.
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INVESTMENT PHILOSOPHY
At Signet FFF, we have built a highly efficient investment platform, with licenses granted by CySec in Cyprus. Further, we are
expected to receive the Swiss FINMA and SEC licenses in the US within a year. Also, the FCA regulated entity Signet Capital
Management Limited has recently been acquired by Signet FFF Holding Ltd, it acts as an independent affiliate and as advisor
to Signet FFF Asset Management Limited.
Signet FFF’s fundamental goal in our investment approach is capital preservation, whilst maximizing total return opportunities.
Private Equity and opportunistic Real Estate investments are periodically balanced out with a layer of low-risk liquid assets within
our capital markets compartments to ensure stability in earnings and diversified wealth creation.

Signet FFF offers a broad product mix. Its well diversified investment opportunities target returns between 5%-30%, depending
on each specific strategy. Within our capital markets product range, the flagship fixed income fund aims to be in the top 10% vs
its respective peer groups, whilst the main equity product targets to consistently beat the S&P500 over a 5-year horizon

Signet FFF Portfolios have significantly outperformed peers in absolute terms as well as measured in risk-adjusted
methodologies and have consistently been in the top quartile in their respective peer category. Value-add generated
outperformance vs peer groups is achieved by hands-on fund management, which allows to generate alpha and enhance
passive earnings from coupon payments and dividends.

Signet FFF’s Partners and management have aligned their interests with the success factors of every client. We participate in
wealth creation alongside our clients - we share our clients’ success.
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ASSET MANAGEMENT COMPANIES
Signet FFF Asset Management Limited

•

Licensed Asset Manager with total assets in excess
of EUR 1bn. Regulated by CySec.

•

The managed umbrella Fund “FFF FUND I SCSp
SICAV-RAIF” is registered in Luxembourg.

•

Signet FFF Asset Management Limited offers
services and expertise in the following aspects:
CAPITAL MARKETS

Signet Capital Management Limited*

•

Signet Capital Management Limited is authorised and
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority FRN:
222755

•

Based in London, with underlying funds registered in
Ireland, BVI and Cayman Islands (total AUM of about
USD 100m)

•

Signet Capital Management Limited manages the
following investment vehicles:

➢ TOTAL RETURN COMPARTMENT
➢ HEALTH TRENDS COMPARTMENT
➢ GROWTH EQUITY COMPARTMENT

CAPITAL MARKETS

REAL ESTATE

➢ Signet Global Multi-Strategy Fund

➢ REAL ESTATE BASE STRATEGY

➢ Signet FFF Absolute Return Fund

COMPARTMENT
➢ REAL ESTATE OPPORTUNISTIC STRATEGY
COMPARTMENT

➢ Signet Equity Fund (UCITS)

*Signet Capital Management Limited is an independent, affiliated entity, acting as advisor to Signet FFF Asset
Management Ltd. The company is a wholly owned subsidiary of Signet FFF Holding Ltd.
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW - FFF FUND I SICAV RAIF

STRATEGY
FFF Fund I SICAV RAIF (“the Fund”) offers clients a broad spectrum of investment opportunities and strategies, as well as a diversified
combination of individual approaches to effective and sound risk management. Targeted fund size — €2.2 bn.
CAPITAL MARKETS

•

Investments in easily tradeable
listed securities, foreign exchange
and commodities

•

Superior returns are attributable
to hands on approach, active
trading activities, effective hedging and
use of leverage.

•

Professional risk assessment and
management ensures capital
preservation in uncertain times.

REAL ESTATE

•

•

Targets in Western Europe (cities
include: Berlin, Munich, Hamburg,
London, Vienna, Brussels, Luxembourg),
residential and commercial Real
Estate projects
US: investments in projects primarily
in the Sunbelt (cities Atlanta,
Houston, Baltimore, Miami, Nashville
and similar); focus on residential
Real Estate, office buildings, and
infrastructure projects (telecom,
warehouses)

PRIVATE EQUITY

•

Investments in well-run mature
businesses.

•

Preferred sectors include ConsumerRetail, IT, Health Care, Sports &
Entertainment, but any healthy and
prospective business may raise
attention of our team.

Protecting capital, maximising opportunity
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FFF Fund I SICAV RAIF
Capital Markets Fund compartments
FFF Total Return
Investment objective of the fund is to provide stable income and preserve capital. The fund's investment portfolio is based on fixed income instruments. The
targeted net profitability of the fund is 6-9% p.a. while maintaining the liquidity and high credit quality of the portfolio. Allowed volatility: 3%-4%; maximum
drawdown 3%; Fund volume: USD 150m; liquidity: monthly

FFF Health Trends (previously named "Euler - Multi-Asset Quantitative Strategy")
The Fund will invest in areas that are supported by transformational trends in healthcare and biomedical sciences. When choosing investments, the fund will
focus on the most advanced achievements and innovative business models that allow to convey these achievements to end consumers. The strategy was
launched in November 2020 with seed capital of USD 20m; target profitability of 25% over 5 years; liquidity: monthly; maximum annual volatility: 20%;
maximum allowable drawdown 15%

FFF Growth Equity (to be launched within Q2 2021)
The Fund invests long only in 3 sectors: IT, healthcare, entertainment and sports. Investment focus includes small- and mid-cap public companies (MCAP
below USD 10 bn). Target structure of the investment portfolio includes 2 investment classes: strategic investments (involve active cooperation with company
management and shareholders aimed towards the increase of the company's market value) and tactical (passive) investments. Initial Fund size – USD
110m., Fund term - 5 years with possible extension of 2 years, target net IRR - 20% p.a.

Real Estate Fund compartments
FFF Real Estate Base Strategy
The Fund invests in commercial real estate in Europe in 3 sectors: residential, office, hospitality. Investment profile – Core+ / Value Add. Focus on 10 cities
across Europe with balanced parameters of market stability, liquidity, overall investment return and risks: Amsterdam, Brussels, Berlin, Hamburg, Lisbon,
London, Luxembourg, Milan, Munich, Vienna. Initial Fund size – EUR 135m, Fund term – until 2028, with possible extension of two years. Target net IRR >
7,5% p.a. Target annual distributions to investors – 4-5%.

FFF Real Estate Opportunistic Strategy
The Fund invests in real estate projects in the United States. The strategy is a combination of listed companies and private equity. The fund was launched in
September 2020, the current size is USD 70m, and the target is USD 250m. The fund manager aims to achieve 10%-14% of profit per annum.
Protecting capital, maximising opportunity
www.signet-fff.com
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REAL ESTATE PORTFOLIO

Оffice complex Yris, Cloche D’or, Luxembourg

Оffice complex Espace, Strassen, Luxembourg

Оffice Complex Plane 11, Brussels, Belgium

Residential RE Cite O’-Differdange, Luxembourg

Hotel NH Hotel Concordia, Мilan, Italy

Residential RE Route de Thionville, Howald, Luxembourg

Hotel Renaissance Baltimore Harborplace, Baltimore, USA

Protecting capital, maximising opportunity
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SIGNET CAPITAL MANAGEMENT* - PRODUCT OVERVIEW
Underlying funds registered in Ireland, the British Virgin Islands and Cayman Islands, running different strategies across multiple asset classes. Total
AUMs are currently north of $100mn and will gradually be growing.
Signet Equity Fund (UCITS) – Ireland

Long positions in fundamentally promising large cap stocks that have a return on equity above 15% and benefit from structural economic trends. The
Fund invests in so-called Global Champions in developed markets (market capitalization over $ 5 billion), that have historically demonstrated a stable
top-line and bottom-line growth with positive operating leverage, high return on capital and consistent free cash flow generation. Possible tactical
actions to hedge positions through options on indices and temporary access to money market instruments. Focus on key sectors: Technology,
Healthcare, Consumer / Entertainment and Leisure. The Fund regularly outperforms S&P500. AUM: USD 100m to be increased to USD 200m by
year end 2021. Liquidity: Weekly. Target net return 15% net of costs.
Signet FFF Absolute Return Fund– Cayman Islands
Multi-Strategy Quantitative strategy, with the objective to achieve capital gains in the medium to long term and to provide stable returns with low
correlation with traditional markets and a target annual volatility of 15%, under normal market conditions; it seeks to achieve its investment goal by
pursuing quantitative and data-driven investment strategies across geographic regions and asset classes; target average return 15%, maximum
drawdown 10% -15%
Signet Global Multi Strategy – BVI
Actively managed fund of funds with a focus on investing in successful fund managers in the US and Europe. Focus on Niche and Merger Arbitrage,
Equity Long Short, Macro and Relative Value funds. The Fund’s focus is capital preservation and portfolio structure optimization to generate net
return above 5%. Low volatility and low correlation with equity markets. GMS offers monthly and quarterly liquidity. AUM: $32mm to be increased to
$100mm within 2 years.

*Signet Capital Management Limited is an independent, affiliated entity, acting as advisor to Signet FFF Asset
Management Ltd. The company is a wholly owned subsidiary of Signet FFF Holding Ltd.
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LEADERS (1/4)

Andrew Butler-Cassar
Group Chief Executive Officer

Dmitry Evenko
Senior Partner

Andrew began with Lloyds Private Banking in 1994
as a portfolio manager and client advisor in its
UHNW team. In 2002, he moved to the private
client division of Williams de Broe, where he
oversaw funds grow from £250m to £8b. He was
appointed Head of the Investec Private Office in
2014. Andrew joined Brown Shipley Private Bank in
2019, where he created and oversaw the Private
Banking Team. Most recently, Andrew worked as
Director at The Hottinger Group, where he advised
clients and families.

Dmitry has more than 20-year experience in capital
markets. Вetween 2015—2018 he was Senior
Partner and CEO of Signet Group, specialized in
leading investments in global hedge funds of funds
with multi-strategy opportunities, focusing on total
return. In 2000—2014 Dmitry was Chairman of the
Board and CEO of Marcuard Spectrum, a hedge
fund with a heavy Russia/CIS focus. Вetween
1995—2000 he was head of trading and President of
Fleming UCB, the Russian subsidiary of Robert
Fleming and Co. Dmitry graduated with an
Economics degree from Moscow State University,
and holds an Executive MBA from Skolkovo
Business School.

Andrew is married with three children, he holds a
Bachelor of Arts degree in Accounting and
Economics from the University of Kent (with
honors).

Robert Marquardt
Founder and Partner Signet Capital
Management Limited
Robert Marquardt is Chairman of the Board and
Founder of Signet Capital Management Ltd. Robert
has 30-years of experience in alternative investments.
Robert oversees the fund of funds activities and
investment committees at Signet. Prior to Signet
Robert was a Managing Director at Chase Manhattan
Bank in commercial banking in the UK and Middle
East, before taking on a Managing Director role in
Private Banking in Luxembourg. Robert is a graduate
of the University of Connecticut with degrees in
Business and Foreign languages. He also studied
Arabic at the American University in Cairo, and French
at the University in Rouen in France.
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LEADERS (2/4)

Andrey Lifshits
Chief Investment Officer
Andrey has 15 years experience in Capital
Markets. In 2014—2015 he was Head of
Portfolio Management at BCS Asset
Management. Before that he was a PM at PSB
Asset Management. Вetween 2011—2014 he
was PM and co-owner of the Spectrum Stratim
Debt Fund, which received numerous
nominations in Eurohedge и Barclayhedge.
Before joining Spectrum, Andrey worked at
leading Russian investment companies as a
trader and PM. He graduated from the Moscow
Institute for Physics and Technology in 1999.

Dr. Serge Umansky
CEO Signet Capital Management
Limited
Serge Umansky is a member of the investment
committee at SIGNET-FFF. Sergey worked for
12 years in science and technology, has
extensive experience in finance and investments.
For 25 years he worked in investment companies
in the US and Switzerland. From 1998 onwards
Sergey worked for Signet and associated
platform Morgan Creek Capital. At Signet, he led
the effort and initiative to develop and implement
the risk management models for all alternative
investment strategies at Signet.

Мikhail Мiroshnichenko,
Head of Research
Mikhail has more than 15-years experience in capital
markets. He joined FFF Asset Management Limited in
2016. Prior to that, he was head of FICC at Renaissance
Asset Managers / Kazimir Partners, where he was
managing the hedge fund strategies for the Kazimir Total
Return Fund. Вetween 2009—2012 Mikhail was head of
capital markets at РЕСО Insurance. Total AUMs there
were north of $2.5bn. In 2005—2008 he was a fixed
income and currency trader at Morgan Stanley in
Moscow. Mikhail holds a bachelor and masters degree in
economics from Moscow State University, where he also
received a PhD. He also holds a Certificate in
Quantitative Finance.
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LEADERS (3/4)

Pavel Polukhin
Managing Director

Andrey Rozov
Managing Director

Pavel looks back at almost 20 years track record
in investment banking and equity research. He
started his career at Olma Investments in 2004,
where he was a Metals and Mining Analyst,
before moving on to Sovlink’s Corporate Finance
Department, and eventually specializing in
Corporate Finance and Private Equity deal
negotiations and execution. He joined CiG Group
in 2008 as VP in its investment banking
department, before becoming an executive
director in Asset Management at an affiliate of
CiG Group in 2011. Pavel is now a Managing
Director and runs all Private Equity projects at
Signet FFF. Pavel graduated from the State
University of Management in Moscow in 2004
with high honors, and earned a post graduate
degree in management in 2007.

Andrey has a 20-year experience in the
commercial real estate business and REITs. He
was on the Board of Directors of a few companies
in Luxembourg and previously worked at UFG
Wealth Management, Jones Lang LaSalle, IKEA,
Hines, Sheraton Hotels, which gave him vast
experience in Real Estate investments,
specifically in office buildings, Hotels, commercial
and residential real state. He managed assets in
volume in excess of €350m and operated
business with more than 1m sqm. In total,
Andrey’s managed teams where more than 700
investments and rental deals were completed.
Andrey has a degree in Economics with a
specialization in Real Estate.

Sergey Volchenkov
Investment Director
FFF Asset Management S.A.
Sergey has a 15-year track record and experience in
corporate finance, managing assets and investments,
M&A consultancy in the Real Estate sector. Sergey was
head of various departments in Real Estate Funds,
responsible for direct investments into projects in the EU.
In total, Sergey completed deal in volume of 500m EUR.
He used to be a member of the Board of Directors of
smaller Real Estate, Health Care and New Technology
companies, held numerous positions as Chief Operating
Officer in Luxembourg based RE-Funds (AIFs). Sergey
holds a PhD in Economics and was awarded a
scholarship of Humboldt Fund by the Chancellor of
Germany.
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LEADERS (4/4)

Ksenia Politova
Managing Director

Justin Inniss
Investment Advisor

Ksenia has more than 15 years of professional
experience in leading Russian and international
financial intuitions. She started her career at
Renaissance Capital Group, moved to Unicredit
Group and then held a top-management position
in insurance business of Alfa Group. In 2016—
2018 she led the international development of
Summa Group, was responsible for M&A in Sport,
Media and Entertainment. She also was a
Сhairman of the Board at Russian Telecom
Company – National Telecom. Ksenia holds a
Bachelor degree in Economics from Moscow
State University of Economics, Statistic and
Informatics and MBA diploma with honors from
Skolkovo Moscow School of Management.

Justin has started his career in the late 1990s and
accumulated a wealth of experience across
different asset classes. A commercially astute
negotiator, internationally experienced executive
leader within the capital markets industry, Justin
developed profound expertise in M&A, structured
JVs, equity markets and research capabilities.
Justin worked for a range of family office
structures, has extensive experience in the MENA
space and started his career at CIBC World
Markets. Justin holds a Bachelor degree from St
John University in the USA, and is fluent in
English and Arabic.

Maxim Russkikh
Investment Director
Maxim joined the FFF Asset Management Limited in
2020 as a Managing Director for Information Technology
segment having previously had over 6 years of
experience in IT investment sector. Maxim has over 15
years of experience in corporate finance, financial and
strategic planning and transaction structuring in
companies like Credit Suisse, Accenture, UniCredit IB.
.
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TEAM AWARDS AND NOMINATIONS

November 2020
FFF Total Return Fund
Best Fixed Income
Fund
(AUM > $100m)

February 2020
FFF Total Return Fund
Best Fixed Income
Fund

February 2020
FFF Total Return Fund
New Fund of the Year
– Macro, Fixed Income
& Relative Value

February 2020
FFF Global
Opportunities
Best Macro Fund

November 2019
FFF Total Return Fund
Best Fixed Income
Fund (AUM > $100m)

November 2019
FFF Global
Opportunities
Best Macro Fund
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Regulatory Notice and Legal Disclaimer
The content of this material is a marketing communication, and does not constitute any form of independent investment advice and/or
recommendation and/or research. The material is for general information purposes only (whether or not it states any opinions). Nothing in this
material is (or should be considered to be) legal, financial, investment and/or other form of advice and/or recommendation on which reliance
should be placed. No opinion given in the material constitutes a recommendation by Signet FFF Asset Management Limited or Signet Capital
Management Limited (the “Companies”), as the case may be, or the author that any particular investment, security, transaction or investment
strategy is suitable for any specific person. Although the information set out in this marketing communication is obtained from sources believed to
be reliable, the Companies makes no guarantee as to its accuracy or completeness. All information is indicative and subject to change without
notice and may be out of date at any given time. Neither the Companies or the author of this material shall be responsible for any loss that you may
incur, either directly or indirectly, arising from any investment based on any information contained herein. This material may include charts
displaying financial instruments' past performance as well as estimates and forecasts. Any information relating to past performance of an
investment does not necessarily guarantee future performance. Please seek independent advice. Also, please note that Signet Capital LLC in the
Russian Federation act as advisors and are currently not part of the Signet FFF Group of Companies.
ESG Statement for Responsible Investment
For sustainable investing we consider the environmental, social and governance information (ESG factors) throughout the investment process and
we ensure that our sustainable product offering meets the high standards through dedicated sustainable investment principles and processes
governed by our ESG Investment Policy Statement. The ESG Investment Policy applies to all portfolios where ESG considerations are embedded in
the investment process or where a sustainable objective is defined.
Our ESG scoring is graded each company in the portfolio on a scale of 0 to 100 relative to other firms in its global industry peer group. As a result,
two companies that have the same score but belong to different peer groups may not have equivalent levels of environmental, social, and
corporate governance (ESG) performance. A score of 50 means that the company is considered average relative to its peer group whereas a score
of 70 or higher means that the company is rated at least two standard deviations above average in its peer group. A score of 30 or lower means that
the company scores at least two standard deviations below average in its peer group.
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Signet Capital Management Limited.*

FFF Asset Management S.A.

Signet FFF Capital AG

Signet FFF Asset Management Limited

«Signet Capital» LLC

+44 203 915 5536

+352 26 202 480

+41 43 305 06 50

+357 25 053 900

+7 495 797 80 65

info@signetmanagement.com

svolchenkov@fff-am.lu

ebolotskaya@fff-partners.com

info@fff-am.com

go@signet.capital

www.fff-am.com

www.signet.capial

www.signetmanagement.com

11 – 12 Pall Mall

8 Rue du Fort Rheinsheim,

33 Bleicherweg

1, Agias Fylaxeos St.

123100, Moscow,

London SW1Y 5LU

Luxembourg L-2419

Zurich 8002

Limassol 3025

Krasnopresnenskaya Naberezhnaya, 12

United Kingdom

Luxembourg

Switzerland

Cyprus

Russia

*Signet Capital Management Limited is an independent, affiliated entity, acting as advisor to Signet FFF Asset Management Limited. The company is a wholly owned subsidiary of Signet FFF Holding Ltd.

